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WILL THE REAL CARIBBEAN BASIN POLICY PLEASE STAND UP! 
POINT -COUNTERPOINT: Seaga and Manley 

Although the U.S. has treated the Caribbean as if it were "our lake," it is a distinct region composed of 19 sovereign nations and 13 
dependent states with a population of 30 million people. More than half of the countries are English-speaking, while others are Spanish, 
French, and Dutch-speaking. Identified in geographical and cultural terms, this region, bordered by the Caribbean Sea, includes all Carib
bean islands, newly-independent Belize in Central America, as well as Guyana, Surinam and French Guyana in South America. The 
Reagan Administration, for its own policy reasons, has added the countries of the Central American isthmus to this basic configuration, 
calling the region the Caribbean Basin. 

If they have not ignored the Caribbean altogether, past U.'S. Governments have thought of our interests in the region primarily in terms 
of military security. Sporadic events of the past 20-odd years, however, have forced a North American re-evaluation of the Caribbean 
area. First, political revolutions and upheavals in Cuba, Grenada, Nicaragua, and El Salvador have drawn U.S. attention to the state of 
affairs there. Secondly, the rapid influx of immigrants from the poorest Caribbean countries has brought the region's "problems" to 
America's doorstep. 

The Reagan Administration has promised a "new" Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI). But foreign policy analysts, the potential recipient 
states in the Caribbean, and perhaps even the Administration itself are not clear on what this new policy will mean. At the center of this 
ensuing debate is Jamaica. Whatever form the CBI takes, Jamaica undoubtedly will play an important role. During a recent visit to the 
U.S., Jamaica's Prime Minister Edward Seaga discussed U.S. policy and the CBI during an interview with TransAfrica Forum's Executive 
Director, Randall Robinson. Mr. Robinson also visited Jamaica where he discussed similar issues with Michael Manley, the former Prime 
Minister. Their point-counterpoint follows. 0 

Edward Seaga, Prime Minister of Jamaica 

"CUBA HAD BEEN GENERAT
ING ITS OWN CLIENT STATE IN 
JAMAICA. THE MANLEY GOV
ERNMENT WAS TIED TO 
[CUBA] TO SUCH AN EXTENT 
THAT IT DID NOT DIFFER 
FROM IT ON ANY . . . ISSUE. 
THE CUBANS CAME TO TREAT 
JAMAICA AS SOME LOGICAL 

EXTENSION OF THEIR OWN MAINLAND ..• " 

How do you interpret the basic outline of the Reagan Ad
ministration's Caribbean Basin Policy? Is the Caribbean 
Basin region getting priority attention? 

SEAGA: The Caribbean Basin region is certainly getting 
more attention today than it ever has, certainly within my 
memory. This is the first instance in which serious treat
ment has been given to the Caribbean. The basic plan is to 
utilize the natural dispensation of the people of the Carib
bean, in terms of what motivates them, and what inspires 
them to economic production, to formulate a plan around 
these basics and to enable that plan to provide resources to 
improve the standard of living in the Caribbean. The peo
ple of the Caribbean have always been motivated by the 
need to improve the standard of living. This has been their 

Michael Manley, Former Prime Minister of Jamaica 

"INTO [THE CARIBBEAN] 
COMES THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA INTERFERING, 
BULLYING, AND TROUBLING 
PEOPLE WHO ARE NOT TROUB
LING THEM . . . THIS HUGE 
POWER TO THE NORTH COMES 
AND SAYS, 'IF YOU DON'T OS
TRACIZE CUBA AND HELP ME 
DESTROY HER, I WILL DECLARE YOU A PARIAH ••• '' 

How do you interpret the basic outline of the Reagan Ad
ministration's Caribbean Basin Policy? How does it com
pare with initiatives begun under the Carter Administra
tion? 

MANLEY: The most important difference is the explicit 
emphasis on the ideology of the region. There is no doubt 
that the Carter Administration did begin a rather tentative 
experiment in ideological pluralism in trying to see the 
region as necessarily heterogeneous. Countries would 
necessarily be trying different forms of experimentation 
with their societies, their political systems, and their 
economies. Therefore, it would be a principled and sensible 
thing for American policy to recognize this and to try to deal 
with it. I think that the Carter policy became partially 
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PROFILE ON PEOPLE: GRENADA'S AMBASSADOR TO THE OAS, DESSIMA WILLIAMS 

Dessima Williams is no 
phantom although the 
United States Government 
under both Presidents 
Carter and Reagan has 
never recognized her as 
Grenada's Ambassador to 
the U.S. Indeed the U.S. 
has barely recognized 
Grenada, a small island in 

Ambassador Williams the eastern Caribbean. 
Nevertheless, this tall, beautifully elegant woman resides 
in Washington and persistently articulates the case of her 
nation in the lilting, clipped cadences of the West Indies. 

One cannot mistake the fact that she grew up under 
British colonial rule. That essential fact is what the cause 
celebre is all about. As an early organizer of the New 
Jewel Movement (NJM) which overthrew the dictatorial 
rule of former Prime Minister Eric Gairy in March 1979, 
Ambassador Williams' is an · authentic revolutionary. She· 
has paid her dues in a most compelling manner, for she 
has suffered the active isolation of her country by the 
most powerful and richest country on earth, and the non
recognition of her official responsibility. And yet, she re
mains confident and diplomatic, simply referring to the 
episode as "a matter handled in a very unconventional 
way." 

Born into a politically aware family, the third of six 
children, . Dessima Williams had parents who opposed 
Eric Gairy and who were members of the Grenada Na
tional Party (GNP), an opposition group formed from 
the plantocracy and the commercial class. Later, many 
NJM cadres would emerge from this early two-party 
political tradition, both defectors from Gairy's own 
rural-based organization and those from the GNP who 
resented his opportunism. But the NJM was to achieve 
success years after Gairy initially assumed power in the 
1950's; spurred on by the first Prime Minister1s political 
excesses. 

During those early Gairy years, Dessima Williams was 
a' schooi giri at a Roman Catholic Convent (St. Joseph's) 
from which she graduated with "quite decent grades." 
She stayed on for a short while to teach several subjects 
but soon followed the classic West Indian pattern of on
ward migration in hope of escaping the limitations im
posed by colonial dependence. William.s arrived in the· 
U.S. in 1970 with no money for a college education and 
with little knowledge of America's cultural mores. 

After working a short time as a nurse'.s aide in a Long 
Island, NY hospital, some friends helped her to enter _the 
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University of Minnesota. She did it the hard way, alternate
ly working as an aide·, a model, and a researcher. Still, she 
found time to help organize a Caribbean Students Associa
tion and to become active in the southern African student 
movement, efforts that deeply influenced her own political 
development. In 1976 she received a B.A. in International 
Relations. 

Meanwhile, under Gairy, Grenada won its independence 
from Great Britain in 1974. Williams followed these 
developments long distance. In 1975 she went home and a 
year later returned to Washington to attend American 
University for her Master's degree, by then an avid 
organizer and fundraiser for the NJM. 

Under the auspices of ari OAS fellowship, Williams next 
embarked on Ph.D. studies while still actively working for 
the NJM. But around 6:45 a.m. on March 13, 1979, her life 
changed dramatically when she received a stirring phone call 
telling her the revolution had taken place in Grenada. She 
was accredited by the new Bishop Government to the OAS 
as Grenada's Ambassador in April 1979. 

Yet when Dessima Williams was tapped to present her 
credentials on January 10, 1980, to the Carter Administra
tion, the U.S. (by then distrustful of Grenada's emerging 

. relationship with Cuba) would not accept them. Informally, 
' she later would hear that it was because she had a "certain 
political background." When a new Ambassador's name (a 
career diplomat) was presented a year later, however, no ac
tion was taken by the State Department. This situation con-
tinues to the present. , 

Non-plussed at the U.S. attitude toward her tiny (133 sq. 
miles, 110,000 people) island nation, nonetheless, Am
bassador Williams carries out her OAS duties with style and 
profound good humor. Gravely concerned over the falter
ing international economic situation, she has her doubts 
about the efficacy of the Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI) as 
it is currently evolving. She expresses the hopes of her 
government that the U.S. will not try to use the Initiative as 
a political or ideological weapon in the region. 

Dessima Williams views Grenada's economic problems 
realistically and knows that very hard work is cut out for her 
country if it is to prosper and to make progress. Whatever 
that path may bring, her own personal commitment is deep
ly rooted. Her patriotism is tempered '<ind disciplined: she 
states, modestly, "Grenada is giving-tremendous leadership 
to the Caribbean in our internal and external policies in the 
region, and any· honest Caribbean figure recognizes this. 
This is because we are taking very principled positions on a 
number of regional and international issues. Sometimes it 
has. been misunderstood. Sometimes it has been difficult. 

· · But overall it has been beneficial for our development." . D 

FURTHER NOTES ON NAMIBIA: 
TransAfrica Forum has obtained the Frontline States response to the 

revised Contact Group (CG) Constitutional Principles. African objec
tions continue to center on the predeterminate cast of the CG proposals: 

• proportional representation and single member districts would be 
complicated, costly and unfair; 

• relationships between governmental bodies should be determined 
by the Constituent Assembly; 

• proposals omit all reference to abolition and dismantling of Apar
theid structures in Namibia; and 

• no guarantee is offered that UN Security Council Resolution 435 
would be honored completely in letter and spirit. 

At,the end of January, South Africa accepted the revised CG proposals. 



SEAGA INTERVIEW (Continued) 

basic economic motivation. To that extent, they have over 
the years built up a development model which is based 
upon a strategy of a responsive productive sector. In this 
respect, the response of private initiative and the reward 
for private enterprise play an important role. 

Hence, the Reagan Administration's policy, as we see it, 
is to help to develop this aspect of the Caribbean's 
development strategy by providing the mechanisms by 
which private enterprise can become more active in the 
region. This new Caribbean Basin Plan will continue to 
foster public transfers; but at the same time, a new element 
will be the mechanisms which will be introduced to supple
ment the public transfers, and therefore, to reach a dif
ferent sector which had not been reached in terms of the 
transfer of resources. 

How do you perceive your country's relations with the 
U.S. in contrast to those of the Manley years? 

SEAGA: I'm very glad you asked that question because 
there is some misconception. Jamaica's present relation
ship with the U.S. is not different from the relationship 
which Jamaica has enjoyed with the U.S. in all the many 
decades in our modern history. There has always been a 
close relationship. It arises out of many factors: the prox
imity of the'countries; the extent of travel between the two 
peoples; the extent to which there are families and friends 
in the communities of the two countries; and the nearness 
of the media in terms of the extent to which it projects the 
U.S. way of life. 

Consequently, it is very natural that there would be 
natural and strong bonds of friendship between the 
peoples of Jamaica and the U.S. In the last eight years, 
there was a deviation in the sense that the Manley Govern
ment perceived the U.S. and U.S. interests as being in con
trast to what they hoped they could transform Jamaica to 
be; and they endeavored to make this transformation. 
However, the people of Jamaica, as you well know, in 
1980 took a decision which was overwhelming in terms of 
politically deciding once again to reinforce their own basic 
motivations, by mandating a new government to follow 
the path that they had been accustomed to over the last 
many decades. 

THE EXTENT TO WHICH U.S. BILATERAL PRO
GRAMS ARE NOW ASSISTING JAMAICA HAS TO 
DO MORE WITH WHAT HAPPENED IN THE PAST 
THAN WHAT WILL HAPPEN IN THE FUTURE. IT 
HA.S TO DO WITH THE FACT THAT WE ARE COM
ING OUT OF EIGHT CONSECUTIVE YEARS OF 
NEGATIVE GROWTH WHICH MR. MANLEY BE
QUEATHED TO US. 

Are current aid policies more favorable to Jamaica now? 

SEAGA: There is no question of the fact that aid has in
creased. There was also a significant flow of aid during the 
Manley period of government in line with programs of aid 
which existed prior to Manley's regime. The extent to 

which U.S. bilateral programs are now assisting Jamaica 
has to do more with what happened in the past than what 
will happen in the future. It has to do with the fact that we 
are coming out of eight years of negative growth which 
Mr. Manley bequeathed to us. Having come out of that 
period by the free will of the people taking a political deci
sion, we then have to face the future in terms of how 
quickly we can rebuild. We are an intensely democratic 
system. We are not an autocratic system in which 
somebody can, by decree, determine that the cost of living 
shall continue to rise, that the value of the dollar can be 
further decreased by devaluations all in the name of 
economic reconstruction. We have to effect economic 
recovery while at the same time cater to the needs of the 
people, heightened out of these eight unforgettable years in 
our history. Consequently, we need substantial increments 
of transfers of capital, whether it be from the public sector 
or the private sector or both. Naturally, therefore, we have 
had to seek substantial increases in capital injections, and 
the U.S. is one of the countries from which we have had to 
seek these additions. The U.S. has responded; so have 
many other countries. 

Has the Reagan Administration's preoccupation with 
Castro's Cuba upset the balance of power in the region? 

SEAGA: It may be true that in the earlier days of the 
Cuban revolution that U.S. foreign policy did have a 
significant impact on the balance of power in the Carib
bean insofar as Cuba was concerned. I am speaking of the 
days in which the embargo was treated very seriously and 
was more effective. But it is not true to say that in the years 
since that time that the U.S. has been just preoccupied with 
Cuba. 

The Jamaican elections did more to change the balance 
of power in the Caribbean than any other factor because 
the Jamaican elections uprooted the extent to which Cuba 
had been generating its own client state in Jamaica. The 
Manley Government was tied to it to such an extent that it 
did not differ from it on any foreign policy issue, and it 
was one with it on a wide range of domestic issues. The 
Cubans came to treat Jamaica as some logical extension of 
their own mainland in the manner in which they travelled 
to and fro, in violation of the procedures that Jamaicans 
have come to follow. They foisted upon us an Ambassador 
who was arrogant and who used this position to do things 
that normally are not done by diplomatic represen
tatives-to threaten to declare war on a part of the popula
tion which was supportive of the party that I lead, etc. 
Now, all those factors gave Cuba a very strong position in 
Jamaica. 

Because Jamaica is the largest of the Caribbean coun
tries and because the English-speaking Caribbean is 
two-thirds of the Caribbean in terms of numbers of coun
tries, Jamaica's influence within the Caribbean is naturally 
weighted. In that respect and to the extent to which Cuba 
has influence in Jamaica, it naturally spreads to the Carib
bean. The plan as we understood it was that the Cubaniza
tion of Jamaica would have assisted Cuba in enhancing its 
sphere of influence in the Caribbean; and it was, in fact, 
doing so. So, it was the Jamaican election that upset that 
and turned the tide in the other direction. D 



MANLEY INTERVIEW (Continued) 

unstuck in perhaps the last 18 months of that regime, but 
still there was the underlying recognition of an obligation to 
deal with pluralism. 

The Reagan Administration has completely reversed this 
and is making a fundamental matter of policy that their 
business is to combat what they describe as any form of 
ideology of which they disapprove. They are making no 
bones about it. They are apparently completely ruthless 
about it and willing to propagate the most disgraceful pro
paganda about it to justify it. It says that its primary pur
pose is to combat what it describes as ''the spread of Cuban 
influence" and to be open in its support of any regime 
which is strongly pro-American and strongly free enterprise 
in orientation. So it has laid down these conditions. 

In so far as the policy itself is concerned, I find it difficult 
to analyze accurately. We don't really know what the policy • 
is yet. We know that the Reagan Administration places 
great emphasis on encouraging private investment and cer
tainly, theoretically, on minimizing direct govemment-to
government assistance and matters of that sort. This, I sup
pose, is understandable from the point of view of the 
Reagan Administration with its own ideological commit
ment. It is obviously not a good thing for the region. We 
hear that there is going to be some increase, ironically, in 
direct assistance. To the extent that it may be true, it would 
be a good thing. Nobody is opposed to the movement of pri
vate capital if it is not just exploitative private capital. 

What could be the most significant feature of the policy is 
the suggestion that the Caribbean be declared a one-way 
free entry region with unlimited access to the U.S. market 
without reciprocal removal of tariff barriers for American 
goods coming into the region. If that were done, then cer
tainly it would help those countries that have a small 
manufacturing base now. It would certainly help them with 
their exports into the U.S.; and therefore, it would help 
them with their foreign exchange earnings. So from that 
point of view, I have no particular quarrel with any one 
specific of the policy as it has been formulated. It is the 
political use of it and the political framework within which it 
is set that I think is dangerous and divisive and negative. . . · 

WHAT YOU GET NOW IS A FALLING OVER THEM
SELVES [BY THE U.S.] TO DO ANYTHING THEY 
CAN TO HELP [JAMAICA] .•.• ONE WOULD BE 
VERY INTERESTED IF JAMAICA WERE GETTING 
THE HELP BECAUSE WE ARE TWO MILLION 
BLACK PEOPLE WHO HAPPEN TO BE POOR ••. 
BUT THAT'S NOT THE REASON. I AM THE 

. REASON. 

Is there a difference in the U.S. response to Jamaica now 
under Seaga? 

MANLEY: What you get now is a falling over themselves to 
just do anything they can to help. They will obviously en
courage all institutions to help in all possible ways. I 
wouldn't doubt that they played a hand in the comparative
ly favorable agreement that the Seaga Government got out 
of the IMF. I am sure that was the result of political 
manipulation behind the scenes. No quarrel. I mean one is 
glad to see Jamruca get the help. One would be very in
terested if Jamaica were getting the help because we are two 
million black people who happen to be poor. One would be 

terribly impressed if that were the reason, but that's not 
the reason. I am the reason. I don't mean to be bitter, but I 
am the reason-to stop me ever getting back to power is 
the reason. It is explicit and open and plain, and I really 
don't think I am worth all that. So you have to forgive me 
if I am cynical in my evaluation of what the U.S. is doing 
for Jamaica, but they are not doing it for Jamaica. They 
are doing it for their own perceived reasons of self-interest. 

Current U.S. policy proposed that Cuba, El Salvador, and 
Nicaragua be viewed as destabilizing elements in the Carib
bean Basin. Is this policy divisive? Is Grenada being 
isolated as the region's "odd-man-out?" 

MANLEY: Grenada is isolated, yes. The policies are 
necessarily divisive, yes. Let me see if I can illustrate 
something. Here you have Jamaica, a firmly grounded two
party, classic, traditional democracy. We set up the reform 
of our electoral system, held the election, and lost it 
gracefully. It is part of our tradition. We were running a 
mixed economy, trying to encourage our private sector, 
voting millions to support the private sector, giving them 
priority lines for their raw materials, trying to build a sort of 
Scandinavian model, mixed economy. Here we were beside 
Marxist-Leninist Cuba, a communist state, a one-party state 
on a completely different path of internal development and 
we were getting along perfectly well. We didn't have any 
business with the Marxist-Leninism: that's their business. 
They didn't meddle in ·our little free enterprise mixed 
economy: that's our business. Not by a whisper was 
anybody doing anything to anybody except trying to 
cooperate in a friendly way. On southern Africa, we had ab
solute cooperation, shared perceptions, and shared ideals. 
Over the New International Economic Order, we had ab
solute cooperation, shared perceptions, and shared ideals. 
Over the attempt to reduce the power of imperialism and to 
create some breathing space for the small countries, we had 
absolute cooperation, shared perception and shared ideals. 
That is the full extent of the cooperation-nothing military, 
nothing sinister, nothing to do with security, nothing to do 
with destabilization-just friendship . 

Cuba and Mexico have excellent relations. What is there 
common to Mexico's experiences and Cuba's except their 
common poverty and desire for national identity? Into this 
comes the United States of America interfering, bullying, 
and troubling people who are not troubling them-nor 
troubling anybody else-who are only trying to survive! 
And you ask me if it is divisive? This huge power to the 
north comes and says "If you don't ostracize Cuba and 
help me destroy her, I will declare you a pariah." It is 
monstrous and that is the truth. 

And they come with this blasted lie that Cuba exports ter
rorism, that the whole thing is planned by the Kremlin. But 
why are they not destabilizing Mexico? Why did they not 
destabilize Jamaica, nor Guyana, nor Barbados, nor 
Trinidad? Who are they destabilizing? Nobody can answer. 
You invent a terrorist expansionism; and if somebody says 
to you "but in the name of common sense can you not see 
that it is not true," then they say "Oh, Michael is a naive 
idiot of incomparable simplicity of mind." Reagan can't 
run a system unless he has\invented ,the Cuba of .his · night
mares. That is how he justifies everything. But the real 
question is "Will anybody ever be free to make the multi
nationals behave themselves in this hemisphere?" D 



REAGAN WATCH: U.S. INTERVENTION AND THE CARIBBEAN 

In the vital region of the Caribbean Basin, we are 
developing a program of aid, trade and investment in
centives to promote self-sustaining · growth and a bet- · 
ter, more secure life for our neighbors to the south. 
Toward those who would export terrorism and sub
version in the Caribbean and elsewhere, especially 
Cuba and Libya, we will act with firmness. 

President Ronald Reagan 
STA TE OF THE UNION ADDRESS 
January 26, I 982 

Since the proclamation of the Monroe Doctrine in 1823, 
American Presidents have invoked a "special 
relationship" between the U.S. and its Caribbean 
neighbors. Under its wing, the U.S. would "protect" its 
neighbors from outside aggression. Intervention in the af
fairs of the Americas by any external force would be 
deemed an "unfriendly" act considered dangerous to the 
"peace and safety" of the U.S. Of course, the protected 
territories would have no say so in the matter. 

What the proclamation of this "special relationship" 
did was to create a pretext for decades of U.S. interven
tion. From the early 1900's to the 1960's, U.S. policy 
toward the region was made largely at the "point of the 
gun." President Woodrow Wilson promised to aid the 
"backward" countries in the region: he ordered the marines 
to invade Haiti, Nicaragua, and the Dominican Republic. 
Although his pledge to be a "Good Neighbor" prevented 
President Franklin Roosevelt from sending the marines to 
resolve the 1933 crisis in Cuba, the U.S. government open
ly intervened in a "restructuring" of the Cuban govern
ment in keeping with U.S. wishes . In 1954 the U.S. aided 
and abetted the overthrow of the democratically elected 
Guatemalan government. President John Kennedy in 1961 
announced the formation of an "Alliance for Progress,'" 
while ordering the invasion of the Cuban Bay of Pigs in the 
same year. In 1965 the military occupation of the 
Dominican Republic was ordered by President Lyndon 
Johnson. 

Now the Reagan Administration has promised a signifi
cant break with the past. It has taken a long time in an
nouncing its much-heralded Caribbean Basin Initiative 
(CBI). As a policy matter, the CBI does not seem to have . 
had the priority value of a Poland or a Middle East. It took 
six months into 1981 for the National Security Council 
(NSC) to get around to discussing it. It was July before 
Secretary Haig went off to Nassau to convince Canada, 
Venezuela and Mexico of Washington's sincerity on behalf 
of a multi-donors program in the region. 

Policy advisors working on the issue have advanced cer
tain ideas in public speeches and private consultations. 
They suggest a scenario of nuts-and-bolts actions and 
private sector favoritism which appear to promote U.S. 
economic advantage and secondarily development priori
ties in the Basin itself. Revision of bilateral investment 
treaties to clarify guarantees for U.S. investors, for exam
ple, or establishment of a new multilateral political risk in
surance institution hardly are proposals to win new friends 
in new places. 

What clearly overshadows the economic prospects of the 
CBI is the ''Reaganization'' of the Basin as a political zone 

TROPIC OF CANCER 

ATLANTIC OCEAN 

PACIFIC OCEAN 

CARIBBEAN BASIN 

of influence. Despite administration avowals that the CBI 
would not have east/west overtones, Mr. Reagan's rhe-

. toric and that of his closest policy-makers belies that in
tent. The basic thrust of Reagan foreign policy is to ad
vance conservatism abroad in much the same manner as it 
is imposed at home. That means a policy that tends to re
ward one's "friends" and to scourge one's "enemies." If 
those friends practice conservative ways within a rubric of 
democratic procedures or traditions, so much the better, 
but that is not an absolute requirement. 

There can be little doubt that U.S. aid, trade and invest
ment in the Basin will be tied to this policy perception. 
Already the U.S. has tilted S\\'.Ords. with Mexico over 
Cuban participation and is determined only to give direct 
assistance to selected countries. The Administration, 
moreover, has singled out Jamaica as a model of the kind 
of political direction other Caribbean states might wish to 
follow if U.S. aid is desired. · · 

In assuming that the Jamaica Labor Party's sweeping 
electoral victory in 1980 also signaled a rising conservative 
tide in that country, the Reagan Administration corn;;luded · 
that "to lead Jamaica to recovery under western-oriented 
principles ... " was important since ''the outcome of this 
effort is being followed closely throughout the Carib
bean." (Statement by State Department spokesman before 
the Subcommittee of the House Foreign Affairs Commit
tee, March 23, 1981). 

Consequently, Prime Minister Edward Seaga was the 
first official foreign leader invited to the Reagan White 
House. Soonafter, Jamaica received a favorable decision 
on increased financial support from the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and a release from the stringent 
conditions that had crippled the Manley Government. A 
U.S . Business Committee was established under the chair
manship of ex-banker David Rockefeller. And in March 
1981 Administration FY 82 bilateral aid ($19 million), ESF 
($40 million) and FMS ($1 million) requests for Jamaica 
were made double the levels of other Caribbean nations. 

The tone of Reagan's denunciations of Cuban "aggres
sion" and the apparent stepping up of an indirect military 
role in the current El Salvadorean situation seems more re
miniscent of our "interventionist" past rather than the 
charting of a new course. We shall see. D 
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with in-depth analysis of the issues which concern black 
connnunities globally. 

Won't you please support the endeavor by sending in your 
subscription form today? 

Executive Director 

Please enter my subscription for: *Subscription includes 4 Journals 
and monthly Issue Briefs. 

TRANSAFRICA FORUM 

NAME _________________ _ 

ADDRESS _______________ _ 

CITY ______ STATE _____ ZIP __ 

Organizational Affiliation ____________ _ 

Mail Check & Subscription Form To: 

Transaction Periodicals Consortium 
Dept. #9000 
Rutgers University 
New Brunswick, N.J. 08903 

Individual 

D 1 Year - $15.00 
D 2 Years - 25.00 
D 3 Years - 40.00 

Institutions 

D 1 Year - $30.00 
D 2 Years - 55.00 
D 3 Years - 85.00 

Add overseas postage of: 
$ 8.00 annually for surface 
$30.00 annually for airmail 
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